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tenacity of a man with a love of discovery and scientific 
knowledge who was determined to succeed despite human 
weakness and natural obstacles. Aurousseau ha.s now 
established an authentic text of Leichhardt's corre
spondence, opening the way for publication of his journals. 
As Leichhardt has remained a controversial figure in 
Australian history, this edition of his letters is an 
important beginning to the needed scholarly reappraisal 
of his life and work. HAROLD FRU<'HTBAUM 
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Negro and White Children 
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THIS remarkable book reports on a series of closely related 
psychological studies of children in a segregated cmnmun
ity in North Carolina. .For a period of four years the 
authors led a team of Negro and white investigators who 
collected data from children, parent.s and teachers belong
ing to their own racial groups, rBievant. to tho measure
ment and understanding of intelligence and academic 
achievement in boys and girls from kindergarten age to 
adolesct>nce in an economically deprived community. 

As one would expect, all children score somewhat below 
uational norms, particularly after the age of ll ; by and 
larg<·, the girls in both racial groups outstrip the boys; 
the N(~gro scores of both sexes arc with one or two excep
tion>~ below the white scores. It is almost an injustice to 
this book, however, to report these crude overall results. 
What makes these studies remarkable is the conception 
of intellectual funotioning and development as embedded 
in other personal attributes as well as in the child's social 
environment (hiK family and t,he uomrnunity). Accord
ingly, t.his is not just a testing exercise; the dat.a prC'· 
sented stem from interviews with children, thei1· mothers, 
peers and teachers; two types of intelligence tests; 
object.ive and project.ivc personalit.y tests; direct. observa
tions; and a variety of rating sca lf's and sociometric choict's. 
While the authors, of course. assume th<tt intdligent 
action~ and motivation are the result of the interaction of 
biological and environmenta l factors, they fully reali7:c 
that we do not, as yet, have the methods to partial out 
these two components, with the result that "no one can 
prove that onp, raoe is innately inferior to another. Nor 
can it be proved that there are not racial differences in 
some behaviours attributable a t least in part to genetic 
factors". 

The work includes longitudina l studies over a period of 
three years and provides additional ev idence for the spon
taneous changes in measured IQ. About two-thirds of 
t.he Negro children undergo a ehange of IQ of at least 
5 points, ranging from a gain of 19 points to a loss of 29 
between the ages of 4 and 7. A parallel longitudinal study 
was conducted with white children between the ages of 
ll and 15; here more than half showed spontaneous 
changes of at lAast 5 points, ranging from a gain of 29 
t,o a loss of 24. 

The crucial quPstion is, of course. what account,; fo1· 
~;uch shifts? There is some evidence to show that Negro 
children who attend kindergarten develop at a rate equal 
to that of white children, while without such training 
their development is slower than that of white children; 
children from the relatively more privileged families per
form better than those from more deprived families. 
Included in the book is a detailed account of the investiga
tors' deliberate effort to accelerate the motivational and 
intellectual growth of some of the children. In contrast 
to the head-start programmes, tho investigators decided 
to conduct their weekly sessions with each child in the 
child's house; this is not only less costly but involveR 
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the considerable advantage of being able to l:A.'ach tlw 
mother while teaching the child on how to awaken intPrest. 
in learning in apparently uninterested and unmotivat.cd 
children. Even though the measuren:.ent of progress in 
this project was inevitably less objective than in the 
rest of the book, the detailed description of the plan of 
action, its rationale and its impact presn1t a fas<'inating 
chapter. 

Some of the personality attributes of t.hese children arc 
less comprehensively investigated and hence lead some
times to inconclusive results which further research will, 
I hopP, refine and develop. As one of its virtues, thf' 
book is scrupulously precise and detailed on methods and 
scoring prooedures; for example, on how to obtain scores 
for achievement motivation, where it is on so low a level 
that McClelland's well-known procedure would yield a 
uniform zero. By the same token, t.hc amount of technical 
detail makes minor criticisms easy (why, for example. 
collect so many questionnaire data which are not and 
perhaps cannot be meaningfully analysed?) and will 
bore the non-psychologist reader unless he is prepared 
to pick and choose. 

Altogether, however, this is an important book which 
sets a new high standard for the study of the complex 
!'e lation botween racf', Rex and measured intelligence. 

MARTE ,JAHOD.\. 
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TH:t>~ basic concept of the therapeutic community is that 
getting an individual to join a group, in which certain 
desired attitudes or behaviours are valued, will help to 
cha.Hgc him for the better. Maxwell Jones first applied 
t.his idea to people who had employment a nd other social 
difficulties and subsequently extended it to those admitted 
to mental hospitals or prisons. H e now further broadens 
it t,o take in more general educational problems. H o 
devotes detailed attention to the problems of leadership 
in a therapeutic community and indicates how the system 
of group appraisal works in his own Scottish psychiatrie 
hospital. Jones needs to assume that "the psychiatric 
hospital can be seen as a microcosm of society outside", 
because otherwise much of the t ext would appear irrele 
vant to the larger issues he wishes to discuss. Neverthe
less, he does not draw upon the very large and relevant 
li terature concerning the usc and abuse of political powi'r, 
although parallels seem to arise on eve1·y page, particu
la rly when he is discussing the problems of leadership, 
consensus, d ecision-making, confrontation and crisis. 
Jones argues in favour of "multiple" leadership (based, 
howevt>r, on the charisma of one leader) . The group wilt 
find itself (so long as the potential Trotskys contain 
t hrrn~elves and the potential Red Guards are not ovcr
l'Hthu~iaRt.ic) using the leader as their "vehicle of oxprcs
:;ion". The value or ot,horwisc of formal checks and 
halanct>s and a formal opposit.ion are not discussed. It i~; 
assumed t.hat "a group identity" will f'merge "that 
transcends individual identitv" ·-· dmnocracv will t.hen bo 
fully achieved. • · 

Coming d own from these higher planes to the actual 
treatment of patients, one is surprised to see no attempt 
to deal with the rapidly growing scientific literature 011 
social psychiatry, in which claims for social treatments aro 
subjected to the same critical analysis and experimenta
tion as those for more traditional therapies. In the long 
run, the therapeutic commu11ity as defined by Maxwell 
Jones must prove itself in practica l terms. At the very 
least it must be shown that pcoplo who are exposed to it. 
am hotter off in some measnrab](, way than people who 
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